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Table PAPILIO 
Absolutely unique!

The design concept of the table harmonizes perfectly with the natural fea-
tures of the material creating a harmonious link between organic and geo-
metrical forms.
A Tree Trunk Table from two mirrored boards with a narrow gap in between. 

These reflect the natural grain of the tree and 
expose its remarkable annual rings and struc-
tures. The synthesis with the fragile, slanting 
legs gives an exclusive, modern look to the 
table. The symbiosis between human, nature 
and room creates true feelings in people. The 
design concept convinced German Design 
Council expert jury for ICONIC AWARDS 2016 
Label: Interior Innovation – Winner

From the former gigantic oak tree trunk vit-
amin design presents a challenge with great 
attention to detail, transforming the material 
in to artwork with the practical use. Only the 
particularly gentle and controlled drying pro-
cess can guarantee the long life of the table. 
The great art and a valuable unique piece for 
the office and home. 

Solid european oak table treated with herbal oil is available in different sizes.
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AETAS space 
Affectionate design across time

The harmonic interplay between single elements and carefully balanced proportions creates 
a clear shape. The model AETAS is a symbiosis built on values of the past and modern. Es-

pecially the link to earlier ages gives a unique 
charm to the model. Design and contemporary 
requirements merges in a harmonic way. This 
mixture also convinced the German Design 
Council. AETAS was honoured with the Interi-
or Innovation Award 2014 and German Design 
Award 2015

In 2016 model AETAS takes further development as AETAS space:
- tables in oval shape,
- stools and bar stools,
- sideboards, drawers. 

The model AETAS can be supplied in the following wood types: European oak and knotted oak, 
ash, beech, core beech, American maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated with herbal oil.
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Bed AETAS 
Affectionate design across time

The harmonic interplay between single elements and carefully balanced pro-
portions of AETAS creates a clear shape. The particularly detailed legs ensure 
an elegant design. The reduced slightly sloped headboard provides excellent 

relaxing lean back. The skilled workmanship of 
solid wood bed, right down to the finest details 
gives a very modern look to the material. A 
piece of nature, which has been integrated into 
the lifeworld of the people.

The bed impresses through the its outstanding 
handcrafted manufacture down to the smallest 
detail and has just been honoured with the 
Label ICONIC AWARDS 2016: Interior Innova-
tion – Selection

The bet AETAS can be supplied in the following 
wood types: European oak and knotted oak, 
ash, beech, core beech, American maple, wal-
nut and cherry wood, treated with herbal oil.
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Table MARGO  
with well-balanced bearing structure

At first glance appears the graphic quality of the tables modern form.   
The structural elements is defined by clarity of line. The clear, minimalist table top com-
pletes the graphical expression. 

The model MARGO can be supplied in the fol-
lowing wood types: European oak and knot-
ted oak, ash, beech, core beech, American 
maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated with 
herbal oil.
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Table RHOMBI-Butterfly lightness and refinement

Further development of the award-winning table Rhombi - innovative smooth synchronous 
extension. Moving table top with folding butterfly leaf hidden inside. The solid table top 
slightly tapered towards the bottom in conbination with tilted rhombic legs gives the table 
excitement and originality. With folding butterfly leaf hidden inside, one-handed operation 
technology let‘s you reach a maximum length of 340 cm.

The table top extends on 
both sides and the position 
of legs always remains un-
changed. Spacious legroom 
is ensured in every position.

The model RHOMBI can be 
supplied in the following 
wood types: European oak 
and knotted oak, ash, beech, 
core beech, American map-
le, walnut and cherry wood, 
treated with herbal oil.
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Cabinet units SENA

A tidy, clean and puristic design

Carefully processed wood and colored Bio MDF make it perfect fit for a simple, timeless interior. 
The sideboard provides not only plenty of storage space but also gives luxury and a pleasant 
feel-good atmosphere in the living room. Modern, timeless, elegant, delicate and stable.

A tidy, clean and puristic design. An original, 
practical and modern shelf element. Carefully 
processed wood and colored Bio MDF make it 
perfect fit for a simple, timeless interior.

Available in solid wood combinations with or 
without MDF in all standard sizes or according 
to customer requirements. Further MDF colors 
are available upon request.

Wood types: European oak and knotted oak, 
ash, beech, core beech, American maple, wal-
nut and cherry wood, treated with herbal oil.
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Table VIVUS 
Butterfly pull-out system - visually and technically intelligent
 
Easy-to-use pull-out system with fold-out extension leafs for model VIVUS. In the 
closed position, the possibility of extension of the table is not visible. The elegant 
extendable table with symmetry of the distinctive edge profile, formally adapted, 
semi-circular moulded in cross-section legs is an ambient ease for every room.
Thanks to the Butterfly pull-out system the table can be easily extended with 
playful lightness and in just one swift move up to 100 cm. With one or two folding butterfly 
leafs hidden in the table with only one-handed operation technology the table can reach a ma-
ximum length of 340 cm. 
With all these changes the table legs always remain at the outer edges and consequently they 
do not change anything of the timeless forms of this pull-out table. Spacious legroom is ensu-
red in every position.
Table VIVUS now fits perfectly into any room. Another advantage of this smart giant is the 
possibility of its complete disassembly for transport purposes – thanks to this a generous dining 
and conference table can also be transported through narrow staircases.

The VIVUS model can be supplied in the following wood 
types: European oak and knotted oak, ash, beech, core 
beech, American maple, walnut and cherry wood, treated 
with herbal oil.



About vitamin design

vitamin  design  team designs and produces  solid  wood  furniture  with  that  certain  
something. G. Grabliauskas, the company’s founder and designer, works very close with 
his team and has a long-standing experience and knowledge to develop a wide range 
of demanding solid wood furniture. Thanks to their up-to-date design the prospective 
classics from vitamin design are subtly presented based on ecological requirements and 
timeless modernity. Based on in-house and on close cooperation with selected manufac-
turers, vitamin design ensures his high performance and quality standards. Therefore 
the focus lies on flexibility, clear design and enhanced functionalities.
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Gintaras Grabliauskas
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Grosse Elbstrasse 40
22767 Hamburg
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WHITE PAGES 
Presentation on international design shows and exhibitions 2016

Pages on the walls! 
The connection between pages is more valuable than 
the simple pages themselves.
It symbolizes the connection of people with natural 
environment.

GERMAN BRAND AWARD 2016

With the German Brand Award of the German Design Council vitamin design Honored With 
Award for outstanding brand management.




